


renewals of ny 1975 request for all records relating to me and my many appeals because of 
your perpetual non-colpliance ) that you have in what I refer to disclosed records that 
are within this ancient request that were not ppeviously disclosed to me. Or provided after 
disclosure to others. 

‘Although you did not provide any identifications to me with your mailings. of June 
22 22, there is no doubf at all that you could have a/ provided copies of those requests, 
which, as I've quoted it above is my actual reyuest, and that this should have inc@uded 
the names of those requestersg, : 

You did send me a form datea July 31, 1989 in which you stated that this request 
was then being searched. The entire search wad in your own office and could hardly 
have been simpler or easier to comply with. Bit although allegedly working on it more than 
a half year ago you made no further response, lintil now, after I wrote OPR and after OIP 
put someone other than the functiomal idiot who had written me earlier on this. and still Yow 
manage not to comply and to deceive, misrepresent and mislead any who may be checking 
into this. 

although I've referred only to relevant records that remain withheld despite 
bzing identified in what you sent, about which 1 did write you a number of tines without 
response, the same is true going back to the first records I got under that 1975 request. 
then and thereafter I got FBI records that identify even by file nunber relevant records 
not provided then, not when i wrote the FBI and not when I appealed and progided sinfly 
enormous quantities of information in thoseApyeals. You are withholding many records 
resvonsive to my requests for records on me. As you withheld those involved in this matter. 
They were not provided to me earlier, even though I had asked about being included in then. 

You made no response when + wrote and told you that telling me that you had pro- 

vided all records indexed to me is a lie. I have some you did not provideg, for example, 

and i've provided the disclosed file numbers of others.Then, on the off chance that it 
might interest those who, in my experience, spend their time covering up for the FBI, I 

mention again the Ilayne case matter you manage not to refer to when vou finally wrote me. 

Those records you providen recently, having delayed almost 15 yeurs, as I told you, refer 
to other records you have not provgded. I fileg the request of all field offices and you 

have just given me Washington field office records it did not. At least one other field 
office should have relevant Mayne records about or including me. 

Then I asked if you hai not crossed the line into what the Privacy act says is a 

criminal act in disclosing to a third party records about me from a file in which I was 

not the subject of FBI investigative interest. 

You used all those words about what is not relevant. I hope you can fide tine for 

a few words that are relevant. 

AMd a little time for complying with what surely is the oldest request you have 

not complied with - almost 15 years old. 

Sincerely, 
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